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The Australian Aboriginal League Present an
All Aboriginal Pageant
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WEIRD = WILD = PICTURESQUE

Excitement rises to a frenzied climax, as bending, stamping, leaping, trampling, twisting, swaying in rhythmic vigorous movement, the dancers act and play their story.

The tribal warriors dance and act the Corroborees—the women bathe time with boomerangs and slapping their sides. Boys play the didgeridoos or bamboo trumpets, and all join in the chanting and wild laughter.

Something quite Novel—Unique and Fascinating

In addition to the Corroborees, an All Aboriginal Programme will include:

TRIBAL RITUAL DANCES, BOOMERANG THROWING, FIRE LIGHTING, ROPING, WHIPCRACKING, FIRE DANCING, CHOIR, DANCES, VOCALISTS, and other Novelties

Under the Direction of W. ONUS

Regular Prices
2/- 3/- Reserve 4/-
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